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Output-error identification methods for partially known systems
SOURA DASGUPTAT, BRIAN D. 0 . ANDERSON$
and R. JOHN KAYES
Output-error methods are applied to the problem of identifying partially known
linear time-invariant finite-dimensional svstems. The svstems considered have a
limircd number of unknonn pariirncrcrs, whluh are assrlmcd to enter the nurncr;ltor
and denominator of thr tr~nsferf'unct~onrnulr~line~rl\.
l ' h l s is rcnrc>ctltativc o i
mechanical and electrical systems with unknown ineitias, frictional coefficients,
inductances or resistances. Two output-error schemes are developed and shown to
be uniformly asymptotically convergent under certain conditions.
1. Introduction
In this paper we formulate ontput-error algorithms for the identification of partially
known systems. The difference between output- and equation-error identification is
illustrated in the Figure. In equation-error schemes the system output y enters the
adjustable model twice, directly and through the output error Ay. Consequently terms
like y2(t) appear in the error model. Thus unbiased measurement noise could result
in biased parameter estimates. In output error this difficulty is avoided by allowing the
output to enter the adjustable model as Ay only.
Exponential convergence of output-error algorithms, however, requires that a
certain transfer function be strictly positive real (SPR). Unfortunately this transfer
function depends on the unknown system parameters, and the condition for convergence cannot always be checked.
Conventional output-error algorithms (Landau 1979) presuppose a complete lack
of knowledge about the unknown system (aside from its degree and relative degree)
andignore all additional knowledge that may well be available. These algorithms thus
estimate the numerator and denominator coefficients of the transfer function, having
first assumed them all to be unknown. In practice, a great deal of additional knowledge is often available, which if exploited should give rise to parametrizations
involving fewer unknowns and better algorithms. Usually, the lack of knowledge in
a system relates to certain physical parameter values. Thus all parts of a mechanical
system may be known, except perhaps the values of some moments of inertia,
frictional coefficients, or the like. Accordingly, in the parametrization considered here
the unknown parameters have direct physical significance. Such a parametrization
also has the following added attraction: the physics of the system can justify assumptions on the parameter magnitude bounds. Indeed, the algorithms formulated in this
paper exploit the knowledge of these assumed magnitude bounds.
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In many linear time-invariant finite-dimensional systems, when most parts are
known, but certain parameters associated with physical component values are
unknown, the transfer functions can be expressed as the ratios of polynomials having
coefficients multilinear in the unknown parameters. For example, when only two
parameters are unknown, the transfer function will often have the following form
(Dasgupta er a/. 1984):

where k, and k, are the unknown parameters, the polynomials p,(s) and q,(s) are
known and S[q,(s)] > S[q,(s)] Va # 0.
Formulated here are two output-error algorithms which exploit the knowledge of
the p, and q,. As in Dasgupta et al. (1984) (which considers equation-error formulations) the algorithms conform to a two-step structure. We illustrate this structure
through the two-parameter example of (1.1). The object is to estimate the vector
K = [k, k, k1k2lT.The first step obtains an unconstrained estimate K, h [K,, K.,
K,,,IT of K. The estimate of K, is unconstrained in the sense that K,,, need not be
the product of K,, and K,,. The second step obtains a constrained cstimate
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[El 4 El C2lT which is the 'closest' to K,. Simulation results in Dasgupta et al.
(1984) show that the second step improves upon the accuracy of the parameter
estimates.
In both the algorithms presented, the second step is the same and constitutes a
steepest-descent algorithm, (K, - @A(K, - IZ) being the minimizing function with
A a diagonal matrix whose first two diagonal elements are positive and third nonnegative. The first step in the first algorithm is gradient descent, while that in the
second algorithm is least-squares.
Both the algorithms are shown to he globally uniformly asymptotically stable,
whenever the inputs are persistently exciting, a certain transfer function is SPR and the
parameter magnitude bounds are known. The convergence proofs require a key
lemma, given in the Appendix, which extends a result of Boyd and Sastry (1983).
Sections 2 and 3 present the gradient-descent and least-squares algorithms respectively and analyse them for convergence. Section 4 makes the concluding remarks.
K

2. A two-step gradient-descent output-error algorithm
Consider the asymptotically stable unknown system
where k is the N-dimensional unknown parameter vector, n = S[Q(s,k)] > 6[P(s,k)]
and

In (2.11, S {I, 2, . . . N}; S[q,(s)] > 6[q,(s)] V u c S a n d p,(s), g,(s) are known.
Usually, N will be small.
Throughout this paper we shall abuse notation by referring, for example, to y(s)
as the Laplace transform o f y ( t ) .Quantities like y,(t)
(a(s)/b(s))u(t)
will refer to the
solutions of the differential equation b(p)y,(t) = a@)u(t) with p
dldt, with arhitrary finite initial conditions. For vectors such as

the initial conditions are assumed to be zero. Also, for u = {1, 2). for example, p,(s)
will refer to p12(s).
Let K be a vector containing the multilinear combinations of the k cand let K, be
an unconstrained estimate of K, in the sense described in $1. Thus, for N = 2,
K = [ k , k , k , k,lT and K, = [K,, K,, K,,IT.
Let P(s) be a Hurwitz polynomial of degree n. Then for the following adjustable
model:
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the lemma below relates the output error Ay(t) = j(t) - y(t) to the parameter error
AK,(t) = K,(t) - K. Note that K,,,(t) are elements of K,(t).
Lemma 2.1
Define p(t) as the vector whose elements are

then

Proof
Equation (2.3) follows directly from dividing (2.1) by fl(s), subtracting (2.2) and
rearranging terms.

In the sequel the following two assumptions are made, the first of which will
remain in force throughout the paper, while the second will hold for this section only.
Assumption 2.1
There exist known positive m, and Mi such that
mi

< k , < Mi

Qi E S

Assumption 2.2
The transfer function p(s)/Q(s, k) is strictly positive real.
Remark 2.1
In Assumption 2.1 mi can be made positive by introducinga suitable translation
in the parameters. The problem of selecting a B(s) to ensure the satisfaction of
Assumption 2.2 for all k is an open question. However, given the knowledge of the
parameter magnitude bounds and of the power p, and q,, its selection should be
considerably more simple in this case than in the algorithms designed for the more
conventional parametrization.

The proposed two-step algorithm is
%(t) = - P(t)Ay(t);

fl m,< K.,(s) < n M,
iea

Qu c S

(2.5)

ceo

where ~ ( tis) a 2, - 1 vector with gth element E&(t). Thus &I) is a constrained
estimate of K. The diagonal matrix A = diag [A,, . . . , A,, . . . , A,, . . . ,A,] has
A, 3 0 Qu c S, and A, > 0 Vi E S. The term Y(L(t)),in the fashion of Kreisselmeier
(1985), is introduced to prevent the Lz(t) from straying far outside the intervals [m,,
M,],and in particular from becoming negative. The ith element of Y(E(t))is given by,
for ie S,
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I

4 - M,

when

0

when mi
-

m, when

Ej z

Mi

< k, < Mi

4 < mi
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(2.7)

For i = 1, . . . , N, let hij be such that M, < hij.The choice of T, which is
positive-definite diagonal matrix, will be described following Theorem 2.1, when we
shall prove that

Finally, observe that (2.5) represents a standard gradient-descent output-error
algorithm (Landau 1979), while the first term in (2.6) is obtained as $a{(k(t) K,(t))'r\(k(~) - ~,(t))}/d&(t).Thus (2.6) attempts to project the unconstrained
estimate K , onto the appropriate constraint surface.
We now prove the uniform asymptotic convergence of k to k in two steps.
Theorem 2.1 states that even without persistence of excitation IIAK, II = IlK, - KII
is bounded and the output error is in 9'.
We then show via Theorem 2.2 that, under
persistance of excitation, k converges to k, uniformly asymptotically.
For the proof, we shall require that the input u(.) lie in the set R,[O, m), defined
as follows: there exists a countable, possibly empty, ordered set CA= {t,, t,, . . .}
with I, + - I, > A such that u, zi are continuous and hounded on R+ - C, and u,
u possess finite limits from the right and left at each I,.

,

Theorem 2.1
Consider the unknown system (2.1), adjustable system (2.2) and the adjustment
law (2.5). Suppose (2.1) is asymptotically stable, u(t) E f2,[0, a)and Q(s, k)/B(s) is
SPR. Then
(i) K,(t) is bounded Vt 2 0
(ii)

S,"

(iii)

J," lI V(I)

Ay2(t) dt <
-

(2.9)

c~

v(t)ll: dt <

00

where

Proof
Note first of all that (2.3) needs adjustment:

where E, (I) arises owing to initial condition effects and decays exponentially to zero
owing to the stability of Q(s, k).
However, its exponentially decaying nature implies that 6,(I) can be ignored. Since
P(s)/Q(s, k) is SPR there exist x(t), A, b, c, d, L and r such that (Anderson 1977)
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where

and { A , b, c, d} is time-invariant.
Thus with z(t) = [xT(t),AK:(t)lT we have that
i(t) =

b PT( t )
- P(t)cT -

dp(t)PT(t)

Selecting the Lyapunov function

we observe that, with some manipulation,

+ (2d)1'2A~z(t)P(t))Z

i , ( t ) = -2rxT(t)x(t) - (xT(t)L

50
Thus liz(t)ll is decrescent, and in particular

whence (i) follows. Then 3&', and M2 such that

and

Thus

From (2.12)

Thus (2.10) is proved. Equation (2.11) is proved by noting that

where G(s) is an asymptotically stable proper transfer function.
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Remark 2.2
From (2.15) we see that

Suppose a hound on the magnitude of the initial state vector in any minimal realization of (2.1) is known. Then an apriori bound M 5on the magnitude of x(0) will also
be available. Now if the initial conditions in (2.5) are satisfied then

z [ ( r I ~ j + { r l M - nmi;]+
M

ars

reo

ZEO

,EV

for some M. The diagonal matrix r = diag [y,, . . . , y,] in (2.6) is defined in terms
of M and earlier defined quantities by

and ensures satisfaction of (2.8). The calculation, which involves showing that k
if E; = 0 and k^ ; i0 if cj = Gj,is an easy one.

3

0

Remark 2.3
Equation (2.10) does not ensure that lim Ay(t) = 0, as j(t) may not be bounded.
I-m

T o prove our main result, Theorem 2.2, we need the following proposition, which
call be proved by a simple extension of a result in Dasgupta et al. (1984).
Proposition 2.1
Suppose all the elements of the vectors 41) and k are always positive. Then
aKT(t)

A
a&)

)

- K)

+(

( t ) )

0 iff L(t)

-

k.

Theorem 2.2
For (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) and (2.6) let K,, 2 0 Vo c S. Assume that (2.1) is asymptotically stable, Assumption 2.2 holds, u(t) E Q,[0, co) and there exist no 0 such that
/\0J/= 1 and

Then [xT(t) K:(t) - KT p(t) - kT] converges exponentially fast to zero if there
exist a , , a,, S z 0 such that Vv E R+

l+'

a , ~ <

w(i)WT(t) di

(

4,

(2.22)
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Here

for any y < 0 and m the highest degree among the polynomials poq,
andp,q, - q,p, Va, 5 c S a n d o # 5.

- qop, Va

c

S

Remark 2.4
Just as the non-negativity of the entries of E can he assured by inclusion of an
additional term that pulls E inwards from its boundaries (see - r ~ ( $ ( t ) )in (2.6)), in
a similar manner we can adjust (2.5) to ensure that Ku,(t) > 0 Vo c S,Vt.
Remark 2.5
In case there exists JJBJ/= 1 such that (2.21) holds, there can exist a i? # K and
not necessarily of constrained form (i.e. if N = 2, i? = [IF, E2 E,] without necessarily 6 = I;,&), such that

In other words, if we are not concerned about the constraints (k,
example), we have a non-identifiable situation.

=

k,k, for

Proof
From a result in Dasgupta et al. (1984), (2.21), (2.22) and the asymptotic stability
of (2.1) imply 3 P,, /?,, 6, > 0 such that Vv E R+

P31 <

J^+12

V(t) VT(t) dl

c

(2.23)

P41

where V has the elements

Then by (2.1 1) and Lemma A.l, 3P,,

P,,

6, > 0 such that Vv

E

R+

Because u E RJO, m) and because of the way in which p(.) is derived from u(.),
P E QAIO, m) also. By a result in Anderson (1977), (2.24) implies that (2.13) is
exponentially stable, and there exists an L, such that

and

for some c , , c, and c, > 0 (see Krasovskii 1963, p. 86). It is not difficult to see that
&(t) is bounded, whence 3c, such that
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Consider the Lyapunov function

It is easy to that, with respect to [&I) - K K,(t) - K x(t)],
and
is negative-definite. The result follows directly.

L is positive-definite

Remark 2.6
In the ideal situation of no noise, no time-variation of parameters and exact
modellability of the plant by the assumed model, Theorem 2.2 shows that the second
step of the algorithm (projection of K, onto the constraint surface) is unnecessary,
since K, converges to K. But in the presence of non-ideality, the theorem, which
guarantees exponential stability in the ideal case, implies, together with concepts of
total stability (Krasovskii 1963), that the estimates will he indicative of correct values,
at least if the non-idealities are not great, and then the advantage of the projection on
to the constraint surface becomes clear.
3. A recursive least-squares formulation
Consider the unknown system and the adjustable model defined by (2.1) and (2.2)
respectively and the update scheme
= -UR(I)

X(I) = aX(t)
&(I)

+ P(t)PT(t)

vt

> 0;

R(O)

- X(t)p(t)PT(t)x(t), X(to)

= -X(t)B(t)Ay(t)

vt

=

=

o

~ - l ( t ~ )Vt

to

(3.1)

> to

(3.2)
(3.3)

where to is the first time instant at which &I) becomes well conditioned, and Y and
r are defined in (2.7) and (2.9). The choice of the bound M on K,(t) will be explained
at a later stage, but assume for the time being that M is such that (2.8) is always
satisfied. Here (3.3) is an unconstrained least-squares output-error algorithm similar
to that in Landau (1979).
The following result, stated without proof, shows that the infinite memory associated with (3.1) and (3.2) ensures that X(t) is the inverse of R(t) V t > to.
Lemma 3.1
Suppose R(!) and X(t) are defined by (3.1) and (3.2) and that to > 0 such that
R-' (1,) exists. Then
R(t)x(t)

=

~(t)l?(t) = I vt

> to

(3.5)

The convergence analysis proceeds on similar lines to that in 52. The SPR condition,
however, needs adjustment. Assumption 2.2 must now be replaced by the following.
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Assumption 3.1
The transfer function P(s)/Q(s, k) - 4 is strictly positive real.
Theorem 3.1 shows that the output error is in 5?2as long as I?(!,) is invertible for some
to > 0.
Theorem 3.1
For the unknown system (2.1), assumed asymptotically stable, the adjustable
system (2.2) and adaptive law (3.3), the following are true as long as P(s)/Q(s, k) is SPR, u(t) c QA[O, m) and t, z 0 such that I?(&) > a1I:
(i) AK:(t)I?(t)AK,(t)

(iii)

:j 1

p(t)

is hounded

(3.6)

- v ( q 2 dt c m

(iv) ~ ( t <
) a2l for some finite a, and all t 3 0
(3.9)
Proof
By Lemma 3.1 and the SPR nature of P(s)/Q(s, k) - ithere exist x(t), A, b, c, d,
L, r such that

Choosing a state variable
zT(t)

=

[xT(t) AK:(t)]

and a Lyapunov-like function

it can be shown that L,< 0 so that
which proves (3.6).
Moreover, (3.7) and (3.8) follow from arguments as in Theorem 2.1. Finally, let
MI he such that

As (2.1) is asymptotically stable and u(t)

E

R,[O, m),

eXp [-a(t - T ) ]V(r)l12d? <

c m 61 r R+
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Thus

whence for any unit vector 0 of appropriate dimension,
OTl?(t)0 =

I

exp [- a(t -

K)]

(eTV ( K ) )dz~

< (Mil2 +,
Thus (3.9) is proved.
Remark 3.1
The condition under which the non-singularity of R(t,) at some time t, can be
guaranteed is identical with the input conditions given in Theorem 3.1. This is
because, up to t = to, the adjustable system is constant. Thus, by considerations
similar to results in Dasgupta et al. (1983,1984), it can be shown that 36,, S > 0 such
that Vv 6 t, - 6

Moreover, as the following theorem shows, this is enough to ensure the non-singularity of R(t,).
Theorem 3.2
Suppose ga,, 1 , z 0 such that Vv and some T < t ,

where
T

g(z) =

for z > 0

0 elsewhere

Then 3a, > 0 such that Vv > v, and some v,

Proof
Suppose (3.17) is violated. Then for arbitrary 8 > 0 there exists a unit 0 such that
for some v
OTR(v)O< s2

whence

J,

exp [- a(v

-

t)] {OT f ( t ) } 2dt <

8
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Thus

J

exp [- a(v - t)]

{oT P(t))'

dt <

E

d' - r , )

whence, by the definition of g(v - t,),

1

{gTp(t)12 dt <

8

exp (at,)

P("-i,)

and then (3.16) is violated. Thus (3.16) implies (3.17).
Theorem 3.3 below shows that AK, + 0 exponentially fast whenever u(t) is persistently
exciting in the sense that (2.22) holds. This in turn implies that R - k converges to
zero with uniform asymptotic stability as tong as the K,, are all positive. In proving
this theorem we need to appeal to the notion of uniform complete observability
(u.c.0.) defined in Anderson (1977)
Theorem 3.3
For (2.1), (2.2) and (3.2H3.4) suppose there exists no @ such that (2.2) holds,
(2.1) is asymptotically stable and D(s)/Q(s, k) - is SPR. Then AK,(t) converges
exponentially to zero if 3a,, a*,d z 0 such that

+

Here

for any positive y and m = highest degree among the polynomials p,q, - q,p,
V u c S andp,q, - q,p,, Vu, a c S,a # a, u(t) E CiA[O, m). Moreover, if K, z 0
V u c S then [p(t) - kT xT(t) K:(t) - KT]converges uniformly asymptotically to
zero.
Proof
As in Theorem 2.2, (3.18) and (3.8) and the non-satisfaction of (2.21) and Lemma
A.l imply the existence of 8, a,, cc, > 0 such that

and

Thus by Theorem 3.2, 3 , cc, z 0 such that
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Thus L, given by (3.13) with z(t) defined by (3.12) is a Lyapunov function. Suppose

Then let R(t) be defined by

Using (3.13), this is equivalent to

Using arguments similar to those in Anderson (1977), it can be shown that (3.18) and
(3.19) imply that [F,HI is uniformly completely observable. Using the uniform
positive-definiteness of &t) and (3.22), it can he shown that this implies the uniform
complete observahility of [F, HI and, consequently, again following Anderson (1977),
z(.) is exponentially stable. Then by arguments similar to Theorem 2.2 we have that
[p- kT K: - KT xT3is also exponentially stable.
Remark 3.2
Suppose 3al, a, > 0 such that a l l < R(t) V t and let A,,R(t,)
implies

= a,. Then (3.14)

where M is the bound on xT(0)x(O).As a, > 0 one can choose a sufficiently large u(t)
to ensure that cr, > 1, i.e.

+

AKT(t)AK(t) < a2AKT(to)AK(to) M
Also
1

a2 < a max {ll p(t)/12: t E [0, to]} = M3
Thus for large enough u(t)
A K ~ ( ~ ) A K<( ~M)

+ M~

It is reasonable to expect that conservative estimates of both max IIV(t)gZand
would he known. Thus this information can he used in employing the technique
explained earlier, which ensures that K,,(t) > 0 Vt > 0.
4. Con_eIusions
Two new output-error identification schemes have been presented in this paper,
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Their application to physical systems where there is uncertainty in physical element
values only is expected to produce good results. These schemes exploit all the apriori
information, both in the parametrization of the system and also in the identification
algorithms.
Both schemes use two-step procedures. The first step produces a parameter
estimate ignoring the inherent relationship between the parameters. In one scheme
this is achieved using gradient descent and in the other, recursive least-squares. The
second step, common to both schemes, sharpens up the estimate produced by the first
using the multilinear constraints.
The analysis of this paper shows that both schemes are globally uniformly asymptotically stable whenever certain strict positive realness conditions and persistence of
excitation conditions are satisfied.

Appendix. A key lemma
Lemma A.l is an extension of a result in Boyd and Sastry (1983) to unbounded
signals. All norms considered are Euclidean.
Lemma A.l
Suppose that

for some M,, u, and all v. Then

for some u2 and all v. Suppose that (A 2) does not necessarily hold but that

for some a, > 0 and all v. Then

for some u4, s

5

0 and all v.

Proof
Inequality (A 3) follows from (A 1) and (A 2) by Minkowskii's inequality. Next,
let 8 = pa, where p is an integer to be specified. Then for arbitrary 0 of unit norm
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2 (a,p)lI2 - M:I2
Thus if p > M,/a, then ( A 5 ) holds.
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